
 

 

ACADEMIC HARDWARE GRANT PROGRAM 

 
Dear Branimir Todorovic,  

 
On behalf of NVIDIA, I am delighted to inform you that we have selected your project, Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning in Robotics, to be a part of the NVIDIA Academic Hardware 

Grant Program. To support your work and help make your project a success, we are donating the 

following hardware to your team at University of Nis: 

 

(4) Jetson Nano 2GB Developer Kit (w/WiFi) 

 

This equipment grant is an unrestricted gift to support your described project and is to be used for 

academic purposes only, not for resale. If this donation enables any notable results, i.e., 

publications, posters, demo videos, media articles, etc., we encourage you to acknowledge the 

NVIDIA Academic Hardware Grant Program and highlight the specific benefits that NVIDIA hardware 

and software platforms brought to your project, such as performance improvements. You can notify 

us of your successes at any time by visiting the grant portal and navigating to the Results tab. If 

you’d like to share about this award on social media, we encourage you to use #NVIDIA and 

@NVIDIAAIDev so we can celebrate with you.   

 

This equipment grant is an unrestricted gift to support your described project and is to be used for 

academic purposes only, not for resale. If this donation enables any notable results, i.e., 

publications, posters, demo videos, media articles, etc., we encourage you to acknowledge the 

NVIDIA Academic Hardware Grant Program and highlight the specific benefits that NVIDIA hardware 

and software platforms brought to your project, such as performance improvements. You can notify 

us of your successes at any time by visiting the grant portal and navigating to the Results tab. If 

you’d like to share about this award on social media, we encourage you to use #NVIDIA and 

@NVIDIAAIDev so we can celebrate with you.   

 

We strongly recommend that you, your students, and your collaborators join the NVIDIA Developer 

Program which gives you free access to SDKs, exclusive self-paced training, early access programs 

for product releases, community forums, and unlimited viewings of NVIDIA On-Demand. As an 

academic you also receive discounts on paid instructor-led training from the NVIDIA Deep Learning 

Institute and can download industry-leading coursework and materials for use in your teaching 

endeavors. 

https://mynvidia.force.com/HardwareGrant/s/login/?startURL=%2FHardwareGrant%2Fs%2F%3Ft%3D1625072375288
https://mynvidia.force.com/HardwareGrant/s/login/?startURL=%2FHardwareGrant%2Fs%2F%3Ft%3D1625072375288
https://developer.nvidia.com/developer-program
https://developer.nvidia.com/developer-program
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/training/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/training/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/training/teaching-kits/


 

Acceptance of this award indicates agreement with the NVIDIA Academic Hardware Grant Program 

Terms and Conditions. 

 

We are pleased to support the exciting work taking place at University of Nis under your direction 

and look forward to the results of your work this coming year. 

 

Congratulations! 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Greg Estes 

VP Corporate Marketing and Developer Programs 

 

Rebecca Nevin 

NVIDIA Higher Education and Research Team 

https://nvidia.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#6A000000ehRs/a/4o000000cDwH/9yTEQLpU3V3m20occcgCkvvlqDM4FMvYsqrBD0YsGhQ
https://nvidia.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/#6A000000ehRs/a/4o000000cDwH/9yTEQLpU3V3m20occcgCkvvlqDM4FMvYsqrBD0YsGhQ

